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The SROI methodology

Boundaries
• Deciding which part of the organisation or individual project to measure.
• Background information and how the project works

The measurement period.
• Identify stakeholders whose costs and benefits are to be measured.
• Distinguish key stakeholders and objectives - materiality is used in the selection of stakeholders and objectives
• Identify common or overriding objectives

Impact Map
• Engage stakeholders to create the Impact Map. (The Impact Map demonstrates the connections between inputs and activities, the outputs and how these affect the outcomes of the stakeholders)

Indicators
• Identify appropriate indicators to typify an outcome
• Determine a monetised equivalent for the indicators

Data Collection
• From legitimate sources only, to ensure accurate measurement of costs and benefits

Calculations
• Computing the present value of benefits and investment with the total value added
• A sensitivity analysis to identify the relative significance of the calculations
• Identify other factors that have benefited the stakeholders and subtracting for, deadweight displacement and attribution, calculate the SROI ratio and payback.

Reporting
• Benefits divided up between stakeholders
• Key factors that affecting the SROI ratio
• Recommendations (if required)

NB It must be stressed that SROI financial figures are not intended to reveal what has happened or what is necessarily going to happen. The figures are there as part of valuing things that we normally do not value, like hope. What is the value of feeling hopeful about the future? How much would you pay to have some?

In the same vein, how much would you need to be paid to take a job in a danger zone? Would £100k a year be enough or perhaps £200K a year? By looking at the amount, you would go for, and the amount you would not go for, a value can be attributed to your safety. There is a hybrid method used in this report. Both direct actual costs, as well as the use of financial proxies for intangible outcomes.

1 The SROI methodologsed adheres to current SROI-UK and SROI-Europe principles
Executive Summary

Kesho Organisation's aim is to improve the life chances through the education of disadvantaged young people in the Kilifi, Bahari and Ganze district in Coast Province, Kenya. The SROI analysis sets out to forecast the effect that the Kesho Organisation’s, Secondary School programme will have on the community. All forecast student data is based on past results.

The results

SROI Ratio of 18.89 in 2009/2010

90 students are sent to secondary school for a total investment of GBP 36,944. It is forecast that the social capital generated over 20 years will be GBP 697,915.93, concluding that for every one-pound invested, GBP 18.89 of social capital is created. An SROI ratio of 18.89. This exceptionally high ratio, is unsurprising in the Kenyan setting where no other opportunities to improve life chances exist.

Who are the Beneficiaries?

Eleven stakeholders were identified as potential beneficiaries, but only four stakeholders were taken forward as those that will materially benefit from the project. These are:

• The students
• The students’ families
• The project staff
• The Republic of Kenya

39% of the benefit goes to the secondary school students, who are given the long term chance of increased social mobility, and economic activity. An additional 39% of the benefit goes to the students’ families whose lives change as a reflection of their offspring’s success. As the sensitivity analysis demonstrates, the greater the number of Kesho students that progress to university, the better the life chances - increased education and health care - for the students' families, the extended family and even the whole village in some cases.
5% of the benefit is produced by the creation of two new jobs. Against a background of a country with no safety net and where official rates of unemployment range between 40% to 83%, this project gives the two staff members the opportunity to improve the life changes of their families. An average of 27% of net salaries is spent on their siblings education and family welfare.

17% of the benefit is felt by the Republic of Kenya which benefits because an average secondary school graduate will produce five times the average GDP. Capacity will be built so that Kenya can fulfil its own goals of being a middle income economy by 2030.

The Millennium Development Goals challenges the world to eradicate extreme poverty and hunger and promote gender equality and empower women by 2015. This project, in its small way, contributes to these goals.

The benefit of this type of SROI forecasting is that it enables donors to see beyond the simple unit cost of how many students are served per administrator, and focus on the long-term effect of the activity that they are funding. This SROI demonstrates value for money. Donors can be assured that their Grants will permanently improve the life chances of the 90 students, the 2 project staff and their families, totalling well over 500 people. The assessment will also inform the Kesho Organisation of the areas and activities where maximum benefit can be derived.

It is intended that an SROI evaluative analysis for the Kesho organisation will become a regular report, and it is recommended that setting up a system to keep contact with Kesho students, once they graduate from secondary school, will greatly help data collection.